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Avant-propos
Le présent rapport porte sur deux conférences. Celles-ci furent
organisées pour répondre à la demande de l'A.I.EA qui voulait que
des renseignements sur les "Caractéristiques Particulières de
l'Analyse de Sécurité des Réacteurs à Eau Lourde" soient fournis
aux représentants des états-membres participant au Cours Interrégional de Formation pour l'Examen de l'Analyse de Sécurité
donné à Karlsruhe du 19 novembre au 20 décembre 1979. Le réacteur
CANDU-PHW sert de modèle pour l'examen. La première conférence
décrit les caractéristiques distinctives du réacteur CANDU et de
quelle manière elles influent sur la sécurité des réacteurs. La deuxième conférence examine la politique canadienne en matière de
sécurité, l'objectif du concept de sécurité et d'autres sujets choisis
relatifs a l'analyse de la sûreté des réacteurs. La matière de ce rapport fut choisie pour permettre à ceux qui ne connaissent pas le concept du réacteur CANDU à eau lourde d'évaluer les aspects de
sécurité distinctifs de ces réacteurs.
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DISTINCTIVE SAFETY ASPECTS OF THE
CANDU-PHW REACTOR DESIGN
by G. Kugler

Foreword
Two lectures are presented in this report. They were prepared in
response to a request from the IAEA to provide information on the
"Special Characteristics of the Safety Analysis of Heavy Water
Reactors" to delegates from member states attending the Interregional Training Course on Safety Analysis Review, held at
Karlsruhe, November 19 to December 20, 1979. The CANDU-PHW
reactor is used as a model for discussion. The first lecture describes
the distinctive features of the CANDU reactor, and how they impact
on reactor safety. In the second lecture the Canadian safety
philosophy, the safety design objective, and other selected topics on
reactor safety analysis are discussed. The material in this report was
selected with a view to assisting those not familiar with the CANDU
heavy water reactor design in evaluating the distinctive safety
aspects of these reactors.
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Lecture I

Distinctive characteristics of the nuclear
design of CANDU-PHW reactors

LECTURE I

ABSTRACT
This lecture reviews the distinctive characteristics of the nuclear
design of the CANDU-PHW reactor.

An appreciation of these features is a

prerequisite to understanding the safety of such reactors.

The pressure tube

concept leads inherently to separation of a high pressure coolant and a low
pressure moderator.

A lattice consisting of natural UO- fuel and D.O moderator,

with a near optimum geometry, is immune to increases in reactivity through
accidental distortions of the core.

The positive void reactivity effect is

not a significant design problem because of a long prompt neutron lifetime, a
large delayed neutron fraction, and due to subdivision of the coolant circuit
into two figure-of-eight loops.

On-power fuelling allows operation with minimal

excess reactivity, thereby imposing only modest reactivity requirements on the
control systems.

On-power fuelling also permits the removal of defective fuel if

and when it happens; hence the primary heat transport circuit can be continually
purged of any sources of fission products.

Fully automatic reactor and plant

control with a dual digital computer system can cope with many minor process
failures without resort to the special safety systems, which in such cases merely
serve as backup systems.

These special safety systems are independent of all

control and process systems and are designed to cope with all postulated process
system failures and with coincident failures of a process system and one other safety
system.

These concepts are introduced in Lecture I.

Lecture II discusses safety

philosophy and selected topics on CANDU reactor safety.
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1.0

t PRODUCTION

There are two possible approaches to covering a broad subject in little
time. One is to omit many important topics and discuss only a few in detail. The
other is to touch on all significant points, but to cover these in more generality.
Considering the diverse backgrounds of the audience I chose the latter approach.
My aim Is to draw attention to those characteristics of the CANDU* heavy water
reactor which ace distinct from other reactor types, and to try to show how these
affect various reactor safety concepts. Our view is that there is no unique set of
rules by which different reactor designs can be judged safe or unsafe. Rather each
design should be judged for equivalence in safety, and the criteria used to judge
the design must obviously reflect the trade-offs between the benefits and risks
which are deemed acceptable by the particular group making the judgement.
Some of the distinctive features of the nuclear design of CANDU-PHW
reactors have direct pertinence to the safety analysis of such reactors. Other
design features, though distinct from other reactor types, are less obviously
related to reactor safety. However, a good understanding of the total design or any
system is essential to an appreciation of its particular safety characteristics.
Furthermore, we perceive a safe reactor design not only as one which can withstand
certain low probability events, which will most likely never occur, but also by
how well the design will prevent such events. In order to judge the latter aspect
the design must be viewed in a more general way, i.e. its inherent features and
the diversity and redundancy of its systems must be understood. The thrust of this
first lecture then is to impart the important design features of CANDU-PHW
reactors, so as tc assist those not familiar with the design in carrying out an
objective safety analysis review. The model used for discussion is the 600 MWe
CANDU-PHW reactor.
Table 1.1.0-1 lists the important safety-related characteristics of the
CANDU-PHW reactor. The table also indicates the sections in this lecture where
each characteristic is discussed. There is no intent in this lecture to draw
comparisons as to the relative safety of other reactor systems. Where characteristics
of other reactors are mentioned it is done merely to help those familiar with other
systems to put the particular CANLU characteristic into proper context.

Canada Deuterium Uranium

- 2 There are no specific references used in the text of these lectures.
Instead, appropriate resource material is identified by topics, and all such
references are listed at the end of Lecture II.

- 3 TABLE 1.1.0-1
Distinctive Safety - Related Characteristics
of the CANDU-PHW Reactor
_.
. ..
Characteristic
Pressure Tubes - Allow Separation of Low Pressure Moderator
and High Pressure Coolant - Leak Before Break

_ Discussed
^.
.No.
, in
Sections

2.1

Pressure Tube Leak Detection - Gas G?,> Moisture Content
Monitoring - In-Service Ultrasonic Inspection

2.)

Calandria - Conta'ns Low Pressure Moderator

2.2

Reactivity Devices - In Low Pressure Moderator -

2.3, 5.1» 5.2,

No Rod Ejection Possible

5.3, 7.1, 7.2

Natural Uranium Fuel - Low Excess Reactivity

3-1, ^.1

Heavy Water Moderator - Cool, Low Pressure - Potential
Heat Sink
Lattice Geometry - Near Optimum
Void Reactivity - Positive Effect on a LOCA - No Void
Collapse "obiem Due to Pressure Increase
Fuel Temperature Reactivity Effect - Negative, Small -

Z.I, 2.3, 3-1,
6.1
3.1

No Significant Rapid Cooldown Effect

3.2, 3-3
3.2, 3.3

Power Coefficient - Near Zero at Nominal Power

3.2

Automatic Zone Flux Control - Prevents Xenon Instability

3.*t, 5.2

Reactor Kinetics - Long A and Large 3
On-Power Fuelling - Low Excess Reactivity

3-3
A.I

Power Distribution - Constant Due to Judicious Fuelling

k.2

Dual Digital Computer Control of Plant and Reactor

5.1

Complete Separation of Control and Safety Systems

5.1, 7.1, 7.2

Extensive In-Core Detector Systems

5.5

TABLE 1.1.0-1 (Cont'd)

Characteristic

Discussed in
Sections No.

Failed Fuel Detection - On-Power Removal of Failed Fuel

5.6

Moderator System - Low Pressure, Independently Cooled Can Accept 5% of Full Power

2.1, 6.1

Light Water Shield Tank - Surrounds Calandria - Additional
Heat Sink

2.2

PHTS - Subdivided Into Two Figure-of-Eight Loops Small, Short Pipes

3.2, 6.2

Shutdown Cooling System - Can be Connected into PHTS
at Full Operating Pressure

6.3

Emergency Water Supply - Remote Location - Can be
Connected into PHTS or Secondary Side

8.0

Emergency Power Supply - Remote Location - Powers
Emergency Water Supply Pumps and Other Vital
Systems

8.0

Shutdown System 1 - Cd Tubes - Sufficient for Cold
Shutdown under all Conditions

7.1

Shutdown System 2 - Gd Injection - Sufficient for Cold
Shutdown under all Conditions

7*2

Emergency Core Cooling System - All Points Injection Not the "Last Line of Defence"

7-3

Containment System (Single Unit) - PHTS Boundary
Inside Containment

1 .k

Containment System (Multi-Unit) - Vacuum Building

J.k

2.0

REACTOR ASSEMBLY

2.1

The Pressure Tube Concept

The CANDU-PHW reactor is a heavy water moderated, natural uranium
fuelled reactor utilizing the pressure tube concept.

This consists of an array

of pressure tubes, containing the reactor fuel and coolant, passing through a
large horizontal cylindrical vessel (the calandria) containing the heavy water
moderator and reflector.

The overall arrangement is shown in Figure 1.2.1-1.

Pressurized heavy water coolant is pumped through the pressure tubes, cooling
the fuel and conveying heat from the fuel to the outlet header and to the steam
generators.

Each pressure tube is isolated and insulated from the heavy water
moderator by a concentric calandria tube (see Figure 1.2.1-2).

The annular space

between the pressure and calandria tubes is filled with a gas.

This configuration

results in the moderator system being operated independently of the high temperature,
high pressure coolant in the pressure tube.

Thus the calandria operates at nearly

atmospheric pressure, thereby obviating the need for a high-strength pressure
vessel.

Due to the physical separation of coolant and moderator the latter
operates at the relatively cool temperature of ^ 70°C.

This cool moderator can

act as a heat sink under certain accident conditfons.

Also, since the moderator

is relatively cold it cannot add any significant amount of energy to the reactor
containment under accident conditions, such as might occur on a pressure tube
rupture.

Experimental evidence indicates that pressure tubes will leak before
they break, since their thickness is less than the critical crack length.
is the expected failure mode, should there be such a failure.

This

In addition,

there is no^experimental evidence which suggests that a break would propagate
to other pressure tubes.

- 6 Pressure tube leaks can readily be detected by monitoring the moisture
content and pressure in the gas space between the pressure tube and calandria tube.
This is done on a continuous basis. In addition, ultrasonic scanning devices are
mounted on the fuelling machines for periodic in-service inspection of the pressure
tubes. Consequently a sudden pressure tube rupture is very unlikely. Nevertheless,
we assess hypothetical pressure tube failure accidents as if they were to rupture
suddenly, and the design must be shown to be able to cope with such accidents (i.e.,
the details of failure made are ignored, but a rupture is hypothesized).
The pressure tube design permits the subdivision of the PHTS (Primary
Heat Transport System) into two separate coolant circuits. This has beneficial
effects in case of a LOCA (Loss of Coolant Accident) in that it simplifies the design
and reduces the burden on emergency injection and containment systems.
2.2

Reactor Calandria

The calandria is a horizontal cylindrical shell whose primary purpose is to
support the fuel channel assemblies and to contain the heavy water moderator and
reflector. The calandria also supports guide tubes for reactivity devices and in-core
instrumentation. These pass between the calandria tubes and are therefore situated
in the low-pressure moderator environment.
The calandria is provided with pressure relief valves as part of a cover
gas system which regulates pressure of the moderator system under normal operation.
Rupture discs located at the end of four pressure relief pipes (see Figure 1.2.1-1)
limit the overpressure which could result from the accidental rupture of a pressure
and calandria tube.
The calandria assembly is embedded within a light water filled,
carbon-steel lined concrete vault (see Figure I.2.2-1). At each end of the calandria
shell is an end shield containing biological shielding material in the form of carbon
steel balls and light water. One common end of the end shield and calandria is
fixed to the calandria vault for the purpose of limiting the seismic response of the
calandria assembly.

- 72.3

Reactivity Devices

In the 600 MWe CANDU-PHW there are six means of changing the
reactivity state of the core (excluding on-power fuelling). Four of these
are used for normal control functions (including shutdown), and two are
used by special safety systems for rapid shutdown during accident conditions.
For control purposes the following are used:
a)

\k Liquid Zone Controllers (Light Water Compartments)

b) 21 Adjuster rods
c) k Mechanical Control Absorbers
d) Moderator Poison
For the special SDS (Shutdown Systems) the following are used:
e) 28 Cadmium Shutoff Units (SDS1)
f) 6 Nozzles for Gadolinium Injection into the Moderator (SDS2)
Table 1.2.3-1 lists the reactivity worths and maximum rates of these
devices. The functions of these devices are explained further in later sections.
All reactivity devices are located or introduced into guide tubes
positioned in the low pressure moderator environment. These guide tubes are
located interstitially between rows of calandria tubes (see Figure 1.2.1-2).
There exists no mechanism for rapidly ejecting any of these rods, nor can they
drop out of the core. This is a distinctive safety feature of the pressure tube
reactor design. The maximum reactivity rates achievable by driving all control
reactivity devices together is i< 0.35 mk/s, and is well within the design
capability of the shutdown systems.

8 -

TABLE 1.2.3-1
Reactivity Devices Worths and Maximum Rates

Function

Device

Control

14 Zone Controllers

Control

21 Adjusters

Control

k Mechanical Control
Absorbers

Control

Moderator Poison

Safety

28 Shutoff Units

Safety

6 Poison Injection Nozzles

Total
Reactivity
worth (mk)

15
10

Maximum
Reactivity
rate (mk/s)

+ 0.1
_ 0.075 (driving)
3-5 (dropping)
-O.Oi (extracting)

80

-50

>300

-50

- 9 3.0

REACTOR PHYSICS

3.1

Natural U 0 2 and D 2 0 Lattice

The use of natural uranium fuel and a heavy water moderator leads to a
design characterized by good neutron economy and low excess reactivity.

(In fact

it is rather fortunate that the neutron and fission were discovered at this instant
in the geologic history of the earth.

The earth is several billion years old and

the isotopic concentration of U-235 is now 0.72%.

Had fission been discovered

only 0.1 billion years later the isotopic concentration of U-235 would have been
0.65%, and natural uranium reactors could not be made critical.)
The fuel, coolant and moderator are arranged on a square lattice with
a 28.6 cm pitch (see Figure 1.2.1-2).
reactivity standpoint.

This is a near optimum geometry from a

Figure 1.3.1"! shows the reactivity change of the core as

a function of lattice pitch.

It can be seen that if al1 fuel channels were either

pushed apart or brought together as a result of some accident the reactivity increase
would at most be 1 mk", and this only for the ideal case of uniform rearrangement.
This is of course physically impossible, and in the more likely situation of one
or a few fuel channels being displaced the reactivity of the core would at worst
not be affected at all, or it would decrease, thereby shutting down the reactor.
A consequence of the particular lattice geometry used in CANDU-PHW is
that the neutron energy spectrum is very well thermalized.

A potential collapse

of a calandria tube onto its concentric pressure tube would effectively increase
the amount of D_0 in a cell, thereby further increasing the moderation of neutrons
in the cell.

However, the reactivity increase due to collapsing all calandria

tubes in a CANDU-PHW is only 0.7 mk.
sense.

This is again possible only in an idealized

The collapse of a single calandria tube has a negligible reactivity

effect.

This assumes total volume of moderator and reflector is conserved. Also note
that a lattice of natural uranium and 1ight water can not be made critical in
any configuration. Hence there exists no criticality problem in the spent
fuel bay of CANDU reactors.

- 10 -

3.2

Reactivity Feedback - The Void Effect

The only reactivity feedback effects which are of any consequence
during normal operation or accident conditions are the coolant density (or void),
fuel temperature, and xenon effects.
3.*t.

The last of these is discussed in section

The fuel temperature reactivity coefficient is negative and has a stabilizing

influence.

Except during fresh fuel conditions (i.e. during first two months of

operation) this effect is small over the range of fuel temperatures encountered.
Since the moderator temperature is controlled independently of the coolant it
does not contribute any reactivity feedback.

The coolant density coefficient in CANDU-PHW is negative (i.e. an increase
in coolant density decreases the reactivity).
to be positive.

The void effect is therefore said

For small variations about nominal operating conditions the power

coefficient (i.e. the sum total of all reactivity effects) is near zero.

During

a LOCA the prompt void effect would increase the reactivity of the core.

The rate

and magnitude of void reactivity during LOCA determine the design requirements of
the shutdown systems.

For a variety of reasons, which are explained in the following,

these requirements are relatively modest.

There are three factors which mitigate the power pulse due to a LOCA in
the 600 MWe CANDU-PHW:

subdivision of the coolant circuit, a long prompt neutron

lifetime, and a large delayed neutron fraction due to photoneutron contribution.
The effects of the latter two are discussed in section 3-3into two independent figure-of-eight circuits.
shown in Figure 1.3.2-1.
and a purification system.

The PHTS is divided

A schematic of one such circuit is

These circuits are interconnected only via a pressurizer
If one circuit suddenly depressurizes the interconnect

valves will close, such that the LOCA effect is confined to only half the core.
Figure I.3-2-2 shows the variation of average coolant density with time in the
voided circuit for a hypothetical 100% break of the inlet header.

The accompanying

reactivity transients (with and without shutdown system action) are also shown.
One second after the break the reactivity would be about 3 mk.

However, the

- 11 shutdown systems in practice "turn over" the reactivity transient at about 0.65 s
after the header break, thereby limiting the maximum reactivity insertion to less
than 2.5 mk.

The neutronic response to such a reactivity insertion is discussed

in section 3-3To put the void effect of CANDU-PHW reactors into context with the inherent
characteristics of other reactors it should be noted that all power reactors require
rapid shutdown capability, regardless of their inherent feedback effects.

Thus, a

sudden void collapse in a boiling water reactor, or rapid cooldown on the secondary
side of a pressurized water reactor generate reactivity transients which must be
quickly terminated.

Furthermore, the inherent characteristics of reactivity feedback

must be evaluated in the context of other design features.

In CANDU-PHW, for instance

shutdown system action cannot be impaired by a LOCA (since the devices enter the low
pressure moderator environment), a quite different circumstance as compared to the
pressurized environment of a light water reactor core.

Shutdown of a reactor is a

requirement for all loss of coolant circumstance, for the reason that the event
impairs the heat transport.

Reliabi1i ty of shutdown is of greater practical concern

than speed.
3.3

Reactor Kinetics - Effect on Power Excursions
The prompt neutron lifetime in a CANDU lattice is relatively long (0.9 ms)

compared to most other reactor designs.

In addition, the delayed neutron fraction

is enhanced due to the presence of delayed photoneutrons (produced via dissociation
of deuterons by high energy gamma rays from fission products).
slow down a potential power excursion considerably.

These two factors

Figure 1.3-3-1 shows typical

power pulses for the "hottest fuel bundle" due to 20%, 30%, and 100% inlet header
breaks followed by the action of one of the shutdown systems in the 600 MWe CANDU-PHW
reactor.

The peak power is only about a factor of 1.5 above the operating level, and

the short term (0 - 2.55s) power pulse is only 2.6 full power seconds.

Experimentally

it has been found that power pulses adding less than 200 cal/g do not cause fuel
break-up.

This is equivalent to about 9 full power seconds for the maximum rated

fuel pin.

Hence spontaneous fuel break up is not a safety concern during a LOCA

in CANDU-PHW.

- 12 The influence of a longer prompt neutron lifetime on a power excursion
is illustrated more clearly in Figures 1.3-3-2 and 1.3.3-3.

These figures show

two hypothetical reactivity transients, and their associated power pulses with
different values of i" (prompt neutron lifetime).

Reactivity transient (I) roughly

corresponds to a LOCA effect followed by shutdown system action in a 600 MWe
CANDU-PHW.

Transient (2) is a hypothetical transient with a reactivity insertion

almost equal to the delayed neutron fraction (a condition called prompt critical).
The power transients marked "A" and "B" correspond, respectively, to Z* = 0.9 ms,
(characteristic of a CANDU-PHW), and I* = 0.03 ms, (characteristic of light water
reactors).

One can see that for reactivity transients well below prompt critical

the effect of the different I* is small.

However, for reactivity insertions at,

or near, prompt critical the larger i* retards a power pulse significantly.

In

CANDU reactors this is an important consequence, since it reduces the demands
placed on the shutdown system design to relatively modest performance requirements.
The above example illustrates purely the effect of a different I* on a
power excursion.

Other feedback effects must be considered in a realistic

evaluation of accidental excursions.

However, we think it important enough to

emphasize again the fact that a particular intrinsic design characteristic (i.e.
the positive void effect) can not be discussed in isolation of other, similarly
intrinsic, features (in this case a larger £ * ) .
3.A

Xenon Feedback
Xenon instability is a phenomenon which must be faced by most designers

of large power reactors, although in some designs it manifests itself only at
certain stages of a fuel cycle.

Qualitatively speaking, a reactor which is unstable

due to xenon feedback effects would undergo divergent spatial power oscillations
(e.g. side to side or end to end) which, at constant total power, would overheat
some fuel.

The period of these oscillations is of the order of one day or more,

so that speed of control is not a problem.

Even if reactors are stable in the

strict sense of the definition xenon oscillations may need to be controlled.

- 13 The CANDU-PHW reactor is equipped with a continuous, automatic spatial
control system (discussed further in section 6.2). This system not only prevents
xenon oscillations but also offsets distortions from other causes.

Should there

be a malfunction in the control system, the time scale of the problem is such that
the operator could intervene manually (i.e. reduce power).

Furthermore, in the

600 MWe CANDU-PHW a network of self-powered in-core flux detectors is used to detect
such oscillations, and trip the reactor before specified fuel power limits are
attained.

This ROP (Regional Overpower Protection) system will also sense

unacceptable local power increases due to iany other hypothesized causes and generally
provides very comprehensive in-core protection.

- 14 4.0

ON-POWER FUELLING

1.I

Operation with Minimum Excess Reactivity
On-power fuelling results in a reactor with very low reactivity control

requirements.

Typically, the reactivity decay rate in 600 MWe CANDU-PHW is

^ 0.4 mk/day.

This is compensated by fuelling about 2.2 channels per day, with

eight short fuel bundles being replaced in each refuelled channel.
shows a CANDU fuel bundle.

Figure 1.4.1-1

There are 12 such fuel bundles in each of 380 fuel

channels in the core.
At equilibrium fuelling conditions there is little (<
moderator poison in the core.

1 mk) or no

The bulk reactivity control system compensates

for the dai'y variations due to burnup and fuelling.
control range of this system is however, only +_ 2 mk.

Normal operating reactivity
Should there be an

interruption of fuelling for longer periods of time, the adjuster system
(consisting of 21 adjuster rods) would provide sufficient excess reactivity to
allow operation without fuelling for approximately 45 days.
4.2

Power Distribution Shaping
On-power fuelling constitutes the outermost loop of a reactivity and

power distribution control scheme.

Daily fuelling maintains the reactivity

balance (within about +_ 1 m k ) , and differential fuelling rates in different
regions of the core are used to shape the power distribution over the long
term.
shape.

On-power fuelling permits operation with an essentially constant power
Figure 1.4.2-1 shows a typical "instantaneous" radial power distribution

compared to the "time-averaged" shape.
essentially identical.

One can see that the global shapes are

However, the instantaneous shape shows a "ripple" effect,

due to a distribution of bundle burnups ranging from fresh fuel to near exit
burnup.

Figure 1.4.2-2 shows a histogram of the number of bundles within a

given burnup interval in the core.
time, due to on-power fuelling.

The shape of this histogram is constant with

This allows various simplifying assumptions to

be made when considering the inventory of fission products in the core.

- 15 On-power fuelling also leads to an essentially constant fuel
performance envelope, i.e. a performance guideline used to maintain low defect
probabilities.

Figure 1.^.2-2 shows again a histogram giving an instantaneous

maximum bundle power and burnup distribution in the core.
performance envelope is superimposed on this histogram.

The guideline
Except for the first

year of operation the operating envelope is essentially constant throughout the
life of the station.

During the first year the bundle burnups will be less

than those shown in Figure 1.4.2-2.
The worth of reactivity devices is dependent on the flux shape.

Since

the global flux shape is kept essentially constant in CANDU reactors, the worth
of the control and shutdown devices varies very little with time.

This assures

essentially constant control and shutdown margins over the life of the reactor.

- 16 5.0

REACTOR CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION

5.1

Direct Digital Computer Control
Digital computers are employed in CANDU for station control, alarm,

annunciation, and data display.

Direct digital control is used for such functions

as regulating power, PHTS pressure, steam pressure, and steam generator control.
In addition, the fuelling machines and turbine runup are controlled by one
computer.

Safety systems are not activated by these computers.

All safety systems

employ hard-wired circuitry.
The computer system consists of two identical, independent digital
computers.

Each computer is capable of complete station control.

Should a

failure occur in the controlling computer an automatic transfer would be made
to the standby computer.

Experience has demonstrated that these computers each

have an availability in excess of 99%.

As a result the dual computer system

assures the very high reliability required for station control.
The plant is automated to require a minimum of operator actions.

Control

algorithms and systems and instrumentation are also designed to minimize the number
of unnecessary trips by strong control action.

A design objective was to make the

intervention of the special safety shutdown systems unnecessary (although not
necessarily avoidable) in all cases except in real accidents in which public safety
is threatened.

In many situations strong control action is motivated by potential

economic consequences, which often impose stronger constraints on the control
actions than those required from safety considerations.
All important transducing instruments are duplicated and the computer
performs continuous self-checks.

In case of a fault in both the controlling and

the backup computer all reactivity devices are automatically put into a safe
configuration, i.e. the light water zone controllers fill, mechanical control
absorbers drive into the core, and adjuster drive is inhibited.
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Bulk Power and Zone Control
The reactivity devices used in the control of the reactor are the

following:
a)

14 liquid zone controllers

b)

21 adjuster rods

c)

4 mechanical control absorbers

The locations of these devices are shown in Figures 1.5.2-1 and 1.5.2-2.

A

summary of their reactivity worths and maximum rates was already presented in
Table 1.2.3-1.
Bulk power is continually controlled by raising or lowering the average
level of the 14 zone controllers.
approximately +_ 2 mk.

The normal reactivity control range is

The maximum reactivity insertion rate is +.0.14 mk/s.

Xenon instability control is effected by differential filling or draining
of individual zone controllers.

Conceptually the reactor core is divided into

14 zones, with each zone controller controlling the power in a zone.

This

effectively prevents local power oscillations which could arise due to xenon
feedback.
A number of neutronic and process signals can initiate an automatic
power setback.

This is a relatively slow power reduction and is effected by the

14 zone controllers filling in unison.

A fast power reduction, termed a power

stepback, is achieved via insertion of the four mechanical control absorbers.
These have a total reactivity worth of 10 mk, and maximum rates of +^ 0.075 mk/s
when driven, and -3-5 mk/s when dropped.
5-3

Xenon Compensation
On reducing the power level the bulk xenon reactivity load increases

initially (for several hours).

During such a transient positive reactivity is

obtained by automatic withdrawal of the adjuster rods.
fully inserted, and contribute to power flattening.
upon withdrawal, 15 mk of reactivity.

These rods are normally

A total of 21 rods can provide,

The maximum reactivity rate achievable on

moving these adjuster rods is + 0.1 mk/s.
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5. A

On-Line Power Distribution Monitoring

The 600 MWe CANDU-PHW reactors are equipped with a continuous on-line
Flux Mapping system.

This system uses measurements from 102 in-core selfpowered

detectors and calculates an extensive flux map once every two minutes.

The output

is used by the regulating system (for zona! flux control, and to initiate a power
setback on high local flux) and for operator information.

An extension of this

on-line mapping system is also used off-line for specific safety system calibration
purposes.

5-5

Nuclear Instrumentation

CANOU reactors use extensive nuclear instrumentation for control and
safety purposes.

Proportional counters, uncompensated ion chambers and self-powered

in-core flux detectors are used to cover the entire power range from spontaneous
fission source level to 150% of full power.
various systems.

A one decade overlap is used by the

Table 1.5-5-1 lists all the nuclear instrumentation used directly

for control or by the special shutdown systems.

Except in the source range (10

to 10

of full power) no instrument

or detector serves both a control and safety function.

All instrumentation used

for control functions is strictly separated from safety systems instrumentation.
There is even further separation within the two special shutdown systems.

No

detector assembly (which may hold one or more detectors) is used by both shutdown
systems (some assemblies do, however, support both control detectors and safety
detectors for SDS1).

Hence there is total functional and physical separation

between the two shutdown systems.

There are a total of 2Uh in-core detectors, 187

of which are active, and 57 are spares.

A typical layout of detectors serving the

flux mapping system is shown in Figure I.5-5-1.

5.6

Failed Fuel Detection

The pressure tube concept provides an excellent opportunity for
localizing fuel defects, and on-power fuelling permits the removal of defective
fuel as soon as it is detected.

This helps to keep the heat transport system

essentially free from fission product activity.

This in turn allows maintenance

- 19 work on the PHTS to be done with relatively little radioactive exposure of
personnel. In order to prevent individual worker overexposures the minimum
staffing requirement of a station could well be determined by the "cleanliness"
of the PHTS.
Defected fuel is first detected by the GFP (Gaseous Fjssion Product)
monitoring system. This system analyzes a flowing sample of the PHTS coolant.
When defected fuel is indicated a delayed neutron monitor is used to identify
those fuel channels which contain the defected bundle. This channel can then
be refuelled, on-power, thereby removing the source of fission product activity
from the PHTS.

- 20 TABLE I.5-5-I

Nuclear Instrumentation in 600 MWe CANDU-PHW

Function

Devices

Power Range
(1.0=Full Power)

Special Startup Procedure
(control and safety)

3 BF3 Counters (in-core)
3 BF3 Counters (ex-core)

10 \Z to 10
10 l 0 to 10

Low Power Range-Control

3 Ion Chambers (ex-core)

IO"7

to 1.5

Low Power Range - SDS1

3 Ion Chambers (ex-core)

10"7

to 1.5

Low Power Range - SDS2

3 Ion Chambers (ex-core)

10"7

to 1.5

High Power Range - Control

l V In-Core Self-Powered
Pt Detectors

0.15

to 1.5

High Power Range - Flux
Mapping

102 In-Core Self-Powered
V Detectors

0.15 to 1.5

High Power Range - SDS1

34 In-Core Self-Powered
Pt Detectors

0.01 to 1.5

High Power Range - SDS2

23

*

In-Core Self-Powered

0.01 to 1.5

Pt Detectors

These detectors are backed up by spares, which are bifilar wound with
the active detector, thereby occupying an identical in-core site.
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PROCESS AND AUXILIARY SYSTEMS

6.1

Moderator System
A moderator system which is operated at low pressure, and which is

cooled independently of the PHT coolant, is a major distinctive feature of
CANDU reactors. A simplified diagram of the moderator system is shown in
Figure 1.3.2-1.

The important safety aspects of an independent, cool,

low-pressure moderator are the following:
a)

moderator can act as heat sink on loss of ECCS (Emergency
£ore Cooling System), thereby providing further assurance
that a "coolable" core configuration is maintained after
a LOCA

b)

cool moderator does not appreciably add to the energy introduced
into containment, should there be an accidental displacement
of moderator (e.g. during hypothetical pressure tube rupture)

c)

low pressure moderator can not impede shutdown device action,
nor can it eject reactivity devices.

A relatively large amount of tritium is formed in the D.O moderator.
However, this is relatively easily contained, and it is strictly monitored for
both economic and safety reasons.
6.2

Primary Heat Transport System
The most significant feature of the PHTS of CANDU reactors is that

several hundred pressure tubes are used to contain the high pressure coolant inside
the core, rather than a single pressure vessel.

Furthermore, in the 600 MWe

CANDU-PHW, the PHTS is subdivided into two independent figure-of-eight coolant
loops, each containing two pumps, four headers (two inlet and two outlet), two
boilers, and a large number of feeder pipes and fuel channels. A simplified
diagram of one such loop is shown in Figure 1.3.2-1.
of the PHTS is shown in Figure 1.6.2-1.

A more complete representation

- 22 Figure 1.6.2-1 shows that the two PHTS loops are interconnected via
the pressurizer and the D_0 purification circuit.

During a LOCA quick acting

interconnect valves would close and isolate the ruptured loop from the intact
loop.

This mitigates the void reactivity effect, and also reduces the demand on

ECC injection.
The reactor is at the low point of the entire PHTS, i.e. all major
components of the PHTS are located at a higher elevation than the reactor (see
Figure 1.6.2-2).

This is clearly the best point in the PHTS with respect to ECCS

injection during a LOCA.

The entire PHTS of a single unit station is inside the

containment boundary, hence a failure anywhere in the system would result in fluid
discharge only within the containment boundary.
Another distinctive feature of a CANDU PHTS is that it uses generally
small piping.
inventory down.

This is primarily done for economic reasons, i.e. to keep the D_0
The safety aspect of this feature is that the average pipe break

size would be expected to be relatively small.

The maximum pipe break would be

caused by a 100% break in one of the reactor headers.

Small diameter pipes also

offer higher resistance to flow and thereby mitigate the blowdown following a LOCA.
6.3

Shutdown Cooling System
The Shutdown Cooling System in CANDU is provided to cool the fuel and

the PHTS after reactor shutdown and hold it at a low temperature for an indefinite
period of time.

It is also designed to provide core cooling with the heat transport

system drained to the headers to permit maintenance of the steam generators and the
PHTS pump internals.
The system consists essentially of a pump and a heat exchanger at each
end of the reactor, connected between the inlet and outlet headers of both hcut
transport circuits.

Under normal use of the Shutdown Cooling System (i.e. at

reduced PHTS pressure) its heat removal capability is •>» 1.2% of nominal reactor
power.

Under accident conditions the Shutdown Cooling System can be connected

into the PHTS at nominal operating pressure (^ 10 MPa), at which time it has a

- 23 heat removal capability of *> 1% of nominal reactor power.
feature of the system.

This is a distinctive

The Shutdown Cooling System may be also used in case of

accidental loss of the boilers as a heat sink (e.g. due to interruption of the
boiler feedwater supply).
6.k

Electrical Power Systems
The CANDU station electrical power systems are classified into four

specific classes:

Classes I, II, III, and IV.

interruptions of power.

The classes relate to

Specific safety, equipment protection and process

considerations pose different requirements with respect to permissible and
acceptable interruptions in power supply, ranging from no interruption for Classes
I and II, to long duration (hours) interruption for Class IV.

The Classes are

characterized as follows:
Class I

- uninterruptable dc power supplies

Class II

- uninterruptable ac power supplies

Class III - short term (minutes) interruptable ac power supplies
Class IV

- interruptable (long term duration) ac power supplies

Class IV is supplied from the external grid and/or the station turbine generator.
Class III derives its power supply from the grid and/or the turbine generator
and/or standby diesel generators.

Classes I and II derive their power supply

from the Class III system and/or batteries.
Special rules are applied in the design of safety circuits to ensure
separation of all channels in any safety system.

This separation applies to

equipment cabinets, cable routing, and power supplies.

In addition, two separate

cable routes are used to, and within, the reactor building for safety related
ci rcuits:
Route 1
- shutdown system 1
- generator - reactor control

instrumentation

- emergency core cooling system

Route 2
- shutdown system 2
- decay heat removal systems
- containment system
This particular separation philosophy Is described further in
Lecture 11 under the "Two Group Concept".
In addition to the four classes of electrical power supplies described
here the station is equipped with an Emergency Power Supply.
in section 8.0.

This is described
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SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS
There are four systems designated as special safety systems:
a)

SDS1 (Shutdown System l)

b)

SDS2 (Shutdown System 2)

c)

ECCS (Emergency Core Cooling System)

d)

Containment System

These systems are independent in design and operation and free from
operational connection with any of the process systems and the regulating system.
7.1

Shutdown System 1
SDS1 is the primary method of quickly shutting down the reactor when

certain operating parameters indicate potentially unsafe operation.
28 cadmium loaded shutoff units.
assistance.

SDS1 employs

The Cd elements drop under gravity with spring

An independent triplicate logic system is used to sense the

requirement for a reactor shutdown.

When called upon, this sytem de-energizes

the clutches of the absorber element, which then drops into the moderator.
For all identified process failures SDS1 has sufficient speed and negative
reactivity to shut down the reactor.
given in Table 1.2.3-1.
shutoff units.

The reactivity, and rate characteristics are

Figures 1.5.2-1 and 1.7.1-1 show the locations of the

Table 1.7.1-1 summarizes the process failures, and their associated

trip parameters, which are covered by SDSl.
7.2

Shutdown System 2
SDS2 provides a second method of quickly shutting down the reactor under

accident conditions.

This is the rapid injection of a concentrated gadolinium

nitrate solution into the moderator through six horizontally located nozzles (see
Figure 1.7.1-1).

This makes SDS2 not only independent from SDSl but also diverse

in function, and separate in physical location.

SDS2 employs an independent

- 26 TABLE 1.7.1-1
Shutdown System No. 1 Coverage of Process Failures

PROCESS FAILURE

TRIP PARAMETERS

ALTERNATE TRIP PARAMETER

Loss of Regulation
From High Power:
High Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure

Intermediate

High Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure

Slow

High Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure/
Manual

High Neutron Power

High Rate Log Neutron Power/
High Building Pressure

Low Gross Coolant Flow

Low Pressurizer Level

High Heat Transport
Pressure

Low Gross Coolant Flow

High Rate Log
Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure/
High Neutron Power
Low Gross Coolant Flow

Fast

Loss of Coolant
Large
Small
Loss of Class IV
Power
Loss of Regulation
From Low Power:
Heat Transport
pressurized
Heat Transport
depressurized

High Rate Log
Neutron Power

Secondary Side
Failure within
Containment

High Bui Id ing
Pressure

Manual/Low Steam Generator
Level

Secondary Side
Failure Outside
Containment

Low Steam
Generator
Level

High Transport
Pressure

- 27 triplicated logic system which senses the requirement for an emergency shutdown
and opens fast-acting helium pressure valves to inject the gadolinium poison
into the moderator.
This system, acting alone, has sufficient reactivity and speed to cope
with all identified process failures.
are given in Table l.2.3~l.

The reactivity and rate characteristics

Table l.7.1~2 summarizes the process failures, and

their associated trip parameters, against which SDS2 provides protection.
7.3

Emergency Core Cooling System
The ECCS is designed wi'•.h sufficient flow capacity to flood the core

even at maximum break size.

The core is the low point in the ECCS circuit, a

feature which facilitates coolant injection.
stages.

The system is composed of three

The high pressure stage uses gas pressure to inject water into the core

from a water tank located outside the reactor building.

The medium pressure stage

supplies dousing tank water (located within containment) using the ECCS recovery
pumps.

The low pressure stage pumps water that has collected in the reactor

building sump back into the reactor core via the emergency core cooling heat
exchanger.

Figure I.7-3~1 shows a schematic of the ECCS.

Note that the ECCS

injects coolant into all headers, hence coolant can be delivered to the core
regardless of break location.
An important safety aspect relating to the ECCS in CANDU-PHW reactors
is that it is not the "final defence" during a LOCA condition.

Canadian safety

philosophy requires that coincident failure of the ECCS with a LOCA be considered.
This is a "dual failure", and is discussed further in Lecture II.
1 .k

Containment System
The containment system is an envelope around the "nuclear" components of

the heat transport system and is designed to prevent any significant amounts of
radioactivity from being released to the public.

In a single unit station the

system comprises a concrete containment structure with a plastic liner, energy sinks
consisting of an automatically initiated dousing system and operational air coolers,
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TABLE 1.7.1-2

Shutdown System No. 2 Coverage of Process Failures

PROCESS FAILURE

TRIP PARAMETERS

ALTERNATE TRIP PARAMETER

Loss of Regulation
From High Power:
Plus SDS1 Failure
High Heat Transport Pressure

Fast

High Neutron Power

Intermediate

High Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure

Slow

High Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure/
Manual

Large

High Neutron Power

High Rate Log Neutron Power

Small

Low core AP

Low Pressurizer Level

High Heat Transport
Pressure

Low core AP

Heat Transport
pressurized

High Rate Log
Neutron Power

High Heat Transport Pressure/
High Neutron Power

Heat Transport
depressurized

High Rate Log
Neutron Power

Low Core AP

Secondary Side
Failure within
Containment

Low Steam Generator
Level

High Heat Transport Pressure/
Manual

Secondary Side
Failure Outside
Containment

Low Steam
Generator Level

High Heat Transport Pressure

Loss of Coolant

Loss of Class IV
Power
Loss of Regulation
From Low Power:

- 29 a filtered discharge system, access air locks, and an automatically

initiated

containment closure system (for those system lines which may be open during normal
operation).

Figure I.7.^-1 shows a single unit containment system.

stations a common "vacuum building" houses the dousing system.
building is connected by a duct to this vacuum building.
typical arrangement of such a containment system.

For multiunit

Each unit reactor

Figure 1.7.4-2 shows a

This is a unique feature of

multi-unit stations.
For very small breaks in the PHTS the building air coolers condense the
steam released to containment.

There is no fuel damage for such breaks, but should

there be any substantial radioactivity release the containment boundary will
automatically be established (via closure of all dampers and valves on an activity
signal).
For larger breaks building pressure may rise and the dousing system may be
operated manually to condense steam.

If the containment pressure continues to rise

dousing will be automatically initiated at a specified overpressure.

Dousing will

reduce the overpressure, and at a specified lower value dousing will shut off
automatically.

Cyclic operation of the dousing system will continue until there

is no further rise of the pressure above the "dousing-on" point.

Figure 1.7-^-3

demonstrates this mode of operation graphically.
The containment system is designed to be able to withstand the overpressure
transient generated by the largest size break in the PHTS.

The design leak rate

requirement of single unit containment systems is typically ^ 0.1% of building volume
per day (at design pressure), and of multi unit containment it is about \% per hour
(at design pressure).

The attenuation factor for accidental radioactivity release
i,
achieved by the containment system is typically a factor of 10 for single unit
containment.
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8.0

SAFETY SUPPORT SYSTEMS

The 600 MWe CANDU-PHW has an Emergency Water and an Emergency Power
Supply.

These services are located in a remote area on the site (see Figure 1.8.0-1)

and serve as a backup to other systems, in particular during earthquakes.

These

systems are provided to satisfy the "Two Group Concept" of classifying systems
(explained in Lecture II). They are designated as "safety support systems".

The Emergency Water Supply can be connected to both the PHTS or the
secondary side cooling circuit.

In addition the Emergency Water Supply can supply

water to the ECCS heat exchangers.

The Emergency Power Supply is designed to supply the power for the
Emergency Water Supply pumps and valves.

In addition it serves as an alternate to

power the emergency core cooling pumps and certain emergency core cooling valves,
as well as other safety and control systems which are under operator control from
the remote secondary control area.
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SUMMARY

In this lecture the distinctive safety-related characteristics of the
600 MWe CANDU-PHW were discussed.

They are summarized in Table 1.1.0-1.

The

most important of these deserve mention again:
- pressure tubes instead of pressure vessel
- tubes will "leak before break"
- separation of low temperature and low pressure moderator
from high pressure coolant
- cool moderator is potential heat sink
- inherent neutronics and feedback effects differ from other
reactor designs
- on-power fuelling results in operation with minimal excess
reactivity
- modest depth and rate requirements on reactivity devices
- no pressure-assisted mechanism for rod ejection
- digital computers for reactor and station control
- complete separation of all safety systems from process systems
- two independent and diversely functioning special shutdown systems
- "all-points injection" emergency core cooling system
- primary heat transport system subdivided into two figure-of-eight
loops

An appreciation of these design characteristics is essential to conducting a
review of CANDU-PHW reactor safety.
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Lecture II

Distinctive characteristics of CANDU reactor safety

LECTURE I I

ABSTRACT
Canadian safety philosophy has evolved in parallel with the development
of CANDU reactor technology. The design criteria for maximum permissible
radioactivity releases under accident conditions are set by an independent
regulatory body. The guidelines specify allowable doses for an individual, and
for the entire population. Accidents are categorized into single failures (of
a process system) and dual failures (coincident failure of a process system and
impairment of a special safety system). Different safety criteria are applied for
each category. CANDU safety analysis must demonstrate that all possible combinations
of process and safety system failures meet the dual failure criteria. Thus the safety
analysis must show that the CANDU-PHW can meet these criteria even under conditions
of a major LOCA and the impairment of either the ECCS, the containment system, or a
shutdown system.
The CANDU safety design objective emphasizes defence in depth. The "Two
Group Concept" separates redundant systems functionally and physically for defence
against common mode events.
The methodology of CANDU safety analysis rests on an extensive experimental
base. Calculational tools are verified in many cases using full scale test rigs,
and are further confirmed, where possible, via commissioning tests. A large spectrum
of postulated accidents is analyzed as part of the licensing process. This establishes
a high degree of confidence in the safety of the CANDU-PHW design.
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1.0

INTRODUCTION

The previous lecture discussed the distinctive safety related design
characteristics of CANDU-PHW reactors. This lecture discusses the distinctive
principles and concepts used to evaluate the safety of CANDU reactors.
While Canadian safety philosophy has undoubtedly been influenced to
some extent by developments elsewhere, it evolved largely independently. It is
therefore not surprising that CANDU safety and design criteria are in some ways
different from those applied to other reactor designs. The emphasis in this
lecture is to discuss the distinguishing aspects of CANDU safety. Nevertheless,
some of the ideas expressed here may not be unique. Where this is the case,
they are included merely to provide the proper context.
In Canada the regulatory and development functions, with respect to
nuclear power, have been the responsibility of separate agencies for more than
~1 years. The AECB (Atomic Energy Control Jtoard) performs the regulatory function,
whereas AECL (Atomic JEnergy of £anada Umited) does the design and development
work. The safety analysis performed by the designer is a key activity in the
licensing process. AECL must demonstrate to the AECB that the predicted
consequences of events which the AECB requires to be analyzed are consistent with
the criteria set by the AECB. These criteria and other safety analysis aspects
are the Subject of this lecture.

- 2 -

2.0

CANADIAN SAFETY PHILOSOPHY

2.1

General Safety Philosophy and Design Objective

The central criterion in reactor safety is that the risks due to nuclear
power generation should be much smaller than those posed by other methods of
energy production, or by other industrial activity throughout.

Early Canadian

reactor safety criteria were influenced by comparisons with the risks due to
coal-generated electricity, and risk targets (estimated in number of deaths per
year) were initially (1952) set at a factor of 5 lower than those known to exit
for coal generation.

(This "conservatism" also covered risks from other parts of

the fuel cycle, which are not explicitly considered.)

This factor was later (1961)

lowered by an order of magnitude, to a factor of 50 lower than for coal.
time this was made the targets implied a risk of 10

At the

deaths per year (based on

estimated doses to individuals) due to accidental releases of radioactivity
resulting from nuclear power generation.

The permissible releases of radioactivity

were later refined to include population dose limits.

The present values are discussed

in section 2.2.

In order to quantify the potential effects of nuclear accidents, risk is
defined as the product of the frequency of an event and its estimated consequences.
Thus two postulated accidents, one with a frequency of 10

/year and a potential

consequence of 1 man-rem exposure, and another with a frequency of 10
a potential consequence of 1000 man-rem, each imply a risk of 10

/year and

man-rem/year.

In choosing acceptable levels of risk it is nevertheless recognized that the public
is less tolerant of single large accidents than of many smaller ones, even if the
average annual consequences are the same.

The design objective related to nuclear reactor safety is to protect the
public from undue risks.

At the same time the potential economic consequences of

reactor accidents often impose more stringent design constraints.

For example, a

very small break in the PHTS poses little risk to the public, while its economic
consequences may be very high.

Hence considerable design effort is expended in

making the frequency of such events much lower than permitted on the basis of public
safety concerns.

- 3 The design objective emphasizes "defence-in-depth".

By this is meant

that there should be multiple barriers to radioactivity releases, and that there
should be more than one level of defense against any barrier being breached.
This approach leads to a multibarrier, multidefense system which is believed to
be tolerant to a wide range of human and equipment failure.

Defence-in-depth is

achieved via tbr following design objectives:
a)

high level of equipment quality - all systems are designed to
codes and standards which demand the highest quality in material
workmanship - this makes equipment failure in itself unlikely

b)

system redundancy and fail-safe design - important systems are
designed with redundancy, such that the loss of a single
component does not cause a loss of the whole system - should the
function of the whole system be lost, its effect should result
in a "fail-safe" state, (e.g. dual computer failure)

c)

regulating and process systems - these systems are designed to
maintain all operating parameters within acceptable ranges,
hence they can cope with many minor accidents (e.g. small breaks,
or single computer failure) without resort to the special
safety systems.

d)

special safety systems - if important process system parameters can
not be normally controlled, special safety systems shutdown the
reactor, provide long term cooling of the fuel, and contain
potential releases of radioactivity.

The several barriers to radioactivity release are common to most reactor designs:
1)

uranium oxide fuel - a ceramic fuel retains the bulk of all
fission products, even at high temperature (retention factor "u 33%)

2)

fuel sheath - retains the volatile fission products, noble gases,
and iodines which diffuse out of the oxide fuel (retention during
accidents depends on amount of sheath damage)

- 4 3)

primary heat transport system - retains any fission products
which might escape in case of sheath damage (retention is complete
in cases where PHTS remains intact)

4)

containment system - contains radioactivity in case of breach of
the PHTS and fuel sheaths (attenuation factor ^ 10 )

5)

exclusion zone - provides atmospheric dilution of any fission
product release (dilution factor ^ 100)

The concept of designing for "defence-in-depth" pervades the CANDU
design objective throughout.

It manifests itself in designing, where possible,

diversely functioning systems that can do the same job (e.g., SDS1 and SDS2),
procuring components for different systems from different suppliers, using
geometrical separation of systems and components which serve backup functions
to each other, and making safe assumptions in the analysis whenever the physical
problem is mathematically intractable.
2.2

AECB Permissible Doses
The legal standards of radiation protection adopted in Canada are based

on the recommendations of the ICRP Onternational Commission on Radiological
protection).

The maximum permissible whole body dose recommended by the ICRP for

occupational exposure is 5 rem/year.

Furthermore, for members of the public 1/10

of the permissible occupational exposure is recommended, i.e. a value of 500 mrem/year.
In addition, the ICRP has also recommended that "

all doses be kept as low as

readily achievable, economic and social conditions being taken into account".
As a result of the ICRP emphasis on keeping all doses as low as readily
achievable, Canada has a design objective for routine releases which reduces the
permissible doses at the exclusion zone boundary to one percent of the recommended
upper limit of 500 mrem/year, i.e. to a value of 5 mrem/year.

The resulting average

exposure to the surrounding public would then be less than one mrem/year, which is
less than one percent of natural background.

Figures 11.2.2-1 and 11.2.2-2 show

operating data from the NPD, Douglas Point, Pickering, and Bruce stations.
percent target for routine releases is evidently achieved in practice.

The one

- 5 For accident conditions present AECB guidelines are based on the
concept of "single and dual failure" events.
of a single process system.

A "single failure" is a failure

A "dual failure" is a coincident failure of a

process system and unavailability of any one of the special safety systems.
The AECB guidelines are summarized in Table 11.2.2-1, and graphically in
Figure 11.2.2-3.

These guidelines put restrictions on the frequency of each

event, on individual dose, and on the total population dose as a result of the
event.
The risk implied by the single failure guideline is approximately 1
additional case of cancer per year, on average.

This is obtained from the product

of the permitted frequency and the estimated consequence (1 rem whole body
irradiation results in ^ l:>0

probability for cancer).

For dual failures the maximum average annual risk amounts to 1/10 that
for single failures.

This is evidently in recognition of the fact that "large

consequence" events are less acceptable to the public, as compared to more frequent
smaller accidents posing the same level of risk.
It should be emphasized that the AECB guidelines specify maximum
allowable frequencies and doses for accident conditions.

In practice, of course,

the accident frequency has to be much lower for economic reasons.
at Three Mile Island is a good example.

The accident

Whereas this accident came within the

safety criteria of both the U.S. NRC, as well as our AECB, it was an economic
disaster.

Maximum individual dose was estimated as 37 mrem , and total population

dose ^ 3300 man rem", which imply no observable health effects, whereas rehabilitation
costs are estimated in hundreds of millions of dollars.

These values ire taken from: "Population Dose and Health Impact of the Accident
at the Three 'ile Island Nuclear Station", U.S. NRC Report NUREG-0558, May 1979.
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TABLE 11.2.2-1

AECB Guidelines for Accident Conditions

Event

Maximum
Frequency

Single Failure

1 in 3 yr

Individual
Dose Limit
0.5 rem whole body
3 rem thyroid

Dual Failure

1 in 3000 yr

25 rem whole body
250 rem thyroid

Total Population
Dose Limit
10 man-rem
whole body
10 thyroid rem
10 man-rem
whole body
10 thyroid rem

- 73.0

THE SINGLE AND DUAL FAILURE CONCEPT

3.1

Single and Dual Failures
For the purpose of safety assessment all major systems in CANDU-PHW

are categorized either as process systems or special safety systems.

As explained

in Lecture I, all special safety systems are independent from all process systems,
and from each other.

Process systems are those required for normal operation, and

safety systems are those provided to limit radioactivity release if a failure in a
process system should occur.

The relevant systems are the following:

Process Systems

Safety Systems

Heat Transport

Shutdown System 1

Reactor Control

Shutdown System 2

Electrical Systems

Emergency Core Cooling

Fuel and Fuel Handling

Containment

As indicated in Table 11.2.2-1 the frequency of single failures (process
systems) must be < 0.33/year.

Potential economic consequences of process system

failures impose a much lower failure frequency.
re£.

Actual experience after several

- years of operation readily establishes whether the target for single

failure

ency is met.
In order to meet a target frequency for dual failures of < 3-3 x 10 -k /year,

the unavailability of the special safety systems must be 10

/year, or less.

Since

this is a very low value it can not be readily verified by experience within the
life-time of a reactor.

Hence the unavailability rate is verified by a rigorous

in-service testing program, and the safety systems are designed to permit such
testing with the frequency necessary to guarantee the claimed availability.
In the assessment of single failures all safety systems are assumed to
perform as per their design intent.

For dual failure analysis it is assumed that

any one of the special safety systems may fail to perform its function as intended.

- 8 Furthermore, in all safety analysis no credit is given for regulating system action
when such action is beneficial. However, when the regulating system would act in
a manner which might worsen the consequences of an accident, such action is considered.
3.2

Matrix of Coincident Failures

Coincident failure analysis is a systematic assessment of postulated dual
failures. Each postulated process failure is systematically coupled with a failure
in one of the four safety systems. The result is the matrix of coincident failures
shown in Table 11.3-3~1 - In fact, however, many of the possible combinations of
process and safety system failures are not relevent. For instance, a failure of the
reactor control system coincident with unavailability of the ECCS is not analyzed,
since the ECCS is not needed for this process failure. The obviously irrelevant
combinations are indicated by an "x" in Table 11.3.3-1The existence of two independent shutdown systems in CANDU-PHW, each
with an unavailability of < 10 /year permits the assumption that at least one
will operate when called upon by a process failure. A triple failure, i.e. a
coincident process system failure and unavailability of two special safety systems,
has a probability < 3.3 x 10 /year. The AECB guidelines permit the assumption
that no specially engineered systems need be provided for such low probability
events. This recognizes that in terms of human experience events with a frequency
of the order of one in 10 years are judged to be incredible.
Another point worth noting is that in all safety assessment (single or
dual failures) we do not credit both shutdown systems acting together.
A distinguishing feature of such a rigorous dual failure assessment is
that CANDU-PHW must be shown to:
a)

retain a coolable core geometry even if the ECCS were impaired

b) adequately prevent radioactive releases even if the containment
system were to be impaired.

- 9 TABLE 11.3-3-1
MATRIX OF COINCIDENT FAILURES
SPECIAL SAFETY SYSTEMS
PROCESS FAILURES
SHUTDOWN
No. I or No. 2
FUEL AND FUEL HANDLING
- fuel failures in the core
- fuel failures during fuel
handI ing

X

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM
- complete and partial loss
of Class k power supply

COOLANT SYSTEMS
- failures in the major pipes of
the heat transport system
- feeder failure
- end fitting failure
- pressure tube failure
- steam main failure
- loss of feedv ter supply

X

X

REACTOR CONTROL
- reactivity disturbances from
wrongful use of reactivity
devices at both full and
low power
- loss of primary pressure control
- loss of secondary pressure
control
REACTOR COMPONENTS
- flow blockage in a fuel channel
- failure of heat transport
- failure of heat transport
system pump circulation
- loss of shield cooling
- loss of shutdown cooling
- loss of service water

EMERGENCY
CORE COOLING

X

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

CONTAINMENT

- 10 4.0

DEFENCE AGAINST COMMON MOPE EVENTS - THE TWO GROUP CONCEPT

4.1

Common Mode Events
We view common mode events as single events which could affect or

influence more than one major component of a system, or more than one system,
or an area of the plant, depending on the nature of the event.

The terms

"common-cause" or "cross-link" events are also sometimes used to designate
such e.ents.

The main categories of common mode events considered in the design

of CANDU-PHW are the following:
1) man-induced events - fires, missiles, uninhabitable control room, etc.
2)

natural phenomena - earthquakes, floods, etc.

3)

human error - design error, analysis error, manufacturing
error, etc.

4)

cascading events - pipe whip affecting nearby components, harsh
environment following a random initiating event

Protection against common mode events is necessary from both an
economic and a safety standpoint.

The protective measures fall into the following

general categories:
a)

consideration of the event in siting and design

b)

high quality design, manufacturing, and operation

c)

qualification (hardening)

d)

duplication and diversity (the two group approach)

Category a) covers the practice of considering all natural and man-made
events in site evaluation and selection.

If events can not be disregarded because

of low probabilities they must be considered in the design.
Category b) refers to high quality design, manufacturing, and operation.
This is assured via the use of relevant standards and codes, engineered features
such as pipe restraints and barriers, redundancy and diversity in process and safety
systems, and on-power testing of all systems.

- 11 Category c) refers to the special qualification of important systems
to withstand certain events, such as earthquakes or the harsh environment following
a LOCA.
Category d) is known as the "two group approach" and refers to the concept
of duplicating important functions, and where possible using diverse designs and
physical separation.
k.2

The Two Group Concept
There are certain safety functions which must be performed by plant

systems or components to ensure public safety following an accident.

These safety

functions are:
a)

to shut down the reactor

b)

to cool the fuel

c)

to monitor the state of the plant during and after an accident

For single unit plants additional separation of such safety functions are
thought prudent.

Physical separation of the systems provides protection against

common-mode events which extend over a limited area (e.g. fire, turbine missiles).
We group systems into two groups, such that each group can perform all
three safety functions.

The grouping is shown in Table 11.4.2-1.

The provision

of duplication and diversity is limited in general to equipment located outside
the reactor building (e.g. the PHTS and boilers are common to both groups).

However,

this is acceptable since the reactor building forms an impenetrable barrier to
external events.

SDS1 devices are all introduced from the top of the core, while

SDS2 devices enter from the side.
are routed separately.

All cables feeding group 1 and group 2 systems

The emergency power and water supplies are in a remote

location on the site (see Figure 1.8.0-1), and the secondary control area is located
remotely from the main control room.

- 12 -

TABLE I 1.4.2-1

THE TWO GROUP CONCEPT

Group 1
Safety

unction

Group 2

Systems and Equipment

Systems and Equipment

Shutdown Reactor

Shutdown System 1

Shutdown System 2

Remove Decay Heat

Normal Electrical
Power and Cooling
Water Supplies

Emergency Power
Supply and Emergency
Water Supply

Post-Accident Monitoring

Main Control Room

Secondary Control Area

- 13 5.0

ACCIDENT ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY SPECIFIC TO CANDU
Accident analysis serves two functions.

Firstly, in the design phase

of the project the accident analysis establishes the important system performance
parameters.

Secondly, in the licensing phase, accident analysis establishes the

performance capability of the "as-built" plant.

In this latter phase the

specifically nuclear risks are estimated.
The level of risk is inferred from the frequency and the potential
consequences of an event.

The frequencies of sequences of events may be inferred

using fault-tree methodology.

Consequences of events must be analyzed using the

techniques appropriate to the specific event.

In this section the methodology applied

in the estimation of consequences is discussed.
CANDU accident analysis is supported by a large base of experimental data.
All systems behaviour must necessarily be modelled with certain simplifying
assumptions.

The adequacy of these must then be tested against laboratory

measurements or other experimental data, for both "single effects" and "integrated
effects" approximations.

There is a large experimental base available throughout

the world in the areas of reactor physics, heat transfer, thermohydraulics,
atmospheric dispersion, etc., which factors into reactor design.

Within Canada

much of the experimental effort has gone into providing data specific to the
pressure-tube, natural uranium, heavy water moderated reactor concept.

As a result

some of the methodology is based on uniquely "tailored" calculational tools.

Other

methods, such as seismic analysis, atmospheric dispersion, etc. are based largely on
universally accepted methods.
5.I

Reactor Physics Analysis
Natural uranium - heavy water lattices are characterized by a well

thermalized neutron energy spectrum.

As a result a "one energy group" approximation

is adequate for most -lattice physics calculations.

The various "recipes" used in the

- 14 computer codes are well tested against an abundance of experimental data.

For

finite core simulations three-dimensional two-group diffusion codes are used.

The

degree of model complexity tolerated by the specific computer system available to
the designer largely determines the degree of accuracy which can be achieved by
these methods.

Figures II.5.1-1 and 11.5.1-2 demonstrate the level of accuracy

presently achieved for static and dynamic neutron flux distributions.

Figure 11.5.1-1

shows a comparison between a calculated and measured static flux distribution in one
of the Bruce A reactors.

The agreement for this particular experiment is of the

order of 2 to 3 percent.

Figure 11.5.1-2 shows a verification of the performance

of SDS1 in the Bruce A reactor.

SDS1 was manually tripped, during commissioning,

and the resulting flux transients were measured in several regions of the core.
The comparison between the predicted and measured transients is evidently very good.
5.2

Thermohydraulic and Containment Analysis
Hue to the large number of parallel channels between the inlet and outlet

headers, it is not practicable to model every individual channel.

In safety

assessment the core is usually modelled as a single "equivalent" channel.

The header

conditions are then used as boundary condition to analyze a specific channel in
detail.

Parallel channel flow instability does not present a problem in CANDU-PHW

under normal operating conditions.

The threshold to divergent flow instability

is estimated to be over 180 percent of nominal power.
The critical heat flux for CANDU-PHW fuel channels is determined using
correlations obtained from experimental data.

For most purposes a pessimistic

"lower-bound" correlation is used.
Blowdown and containment calculations simulating the fluid, steam, or gas
behaviour during a LOCA require the modelling of all components comprising the PHTS,
secondary side, or containment system.
steam generators, valves, ducts, etc.

These include the pipes, fuel channel, pumps,
Such components are not unique to CANDU, and

the techniques employed in their analysis are in many respects common to other
reactor systems analyses.

In one respect the CANDU PHTS design, with separate fuel

- 15 channels, lendc >tself more readily to experimental verification.

Figure 11.5.2-1

shows a schematic of an experimental rig used for cold water injection tests.

Such

tests are conducted with full-scale horizontal fuel channels to verify the fuel
channel model used to describe the refilling and rewetting process which would occur
during a LOCA followed by ECCS action.

The relatively simple test configuration

facilitates the verification of the relevant computational tools.
5.3

Fuel Performance Models for Acciuent Conditions
The fuel design of CANDU reactors is of course unique.

As such,

special analytical tools have been developed for assessing the transient
thermal/mechanical fuel behaviour.

Due to symmetry only 1/12 of a 37-element

CANDU fuel bundle needs to be modelled explicitly (see Figure 11.5.3-1)-

Fuel

modelling codes are interfaced with appropriate thermalhydraulic codes which
provide the boundary conditions pertaining to the accident.

The transient fuel

model solves the two-dimensional transient heat conduction equations and accounts
for all interactions between fuel, sheath, coolant, pressure tube, gas gap, and
the calandria tube.
The estimation of the inventory of fission products in the CANDU core
allows certain simplifying assumptions (made possible by on-power fuelling).

For

this purpose it is valid to assume that the power distribution and in-core burnup
distribution are essentially constant.

A point also worth noting is that due to

the lower average i -core fuel burnup of CANDU reactors, compared to light water
reactors, the tota
5.4

fission product inventory is somewhat less in CANDU reactors.

Fuel Channel Integrity Experiments
The pressure tsbe concept lends itself to full scale testing of the

mechanics of pressure tube failure.
JUICE" countries.

Much work has been done in this area in the

Full-size, artificially-defected pressure tubes have been

pressurized to failure, and the effect of defects on the pressure tube fracture

Japan, United Kingdom, Italy, Canada, Exchange

- 16 mechanics has been studied extensively. These experiments have confirmed that
the critical crack length in pressure tubes is large enough that the tubes will
leak detectably before they break. Furthermore, the burst tests (artificially
defected) confirmed that in the event of a rupture the failure does not propagate
to other tubes.

- 17 6.0

SPECTRUM OF ACCIDENTS CONSIDERED IN SAFETY ANALYSIS
The accident analysis covers a large spectrum of postulated failures.

The design basis for many process and safety systems is often determined by the
"large" failures, and hence the focus has traditionally been on these.
however not the most probable failures.

These are

Yet, in designing the systems to cope

with the large failures the designers create a "consequence envelope" within which
all credible events are expected to lie.
The number of accident scenarios which are postulated for safety analysis
is very large.

They can however be grouped into the following broad categories:

a)

Fuel and Fuel Handling Failures

b)

Loss of Regulation

c)

Loss of Coolant

d)

Loss of Secondary Side Cooling

In this chapter some of the distinct responses of the CANDU-PHW reactor
to these postulated events are discussed.
6.1

Fuel and Fuel Handling Failures
Fuel failures (i.e. sheath defects) may occur during normal operation.

In recent years the failure rate for CANDU fuel has been less than 0.1% of fuel
bundles.

Since on--power fuelling permits the removal of defected fuel bundles

as soon as they are detected, fuel failures constitute no public safety hazard.
On-power fuelling requires that the fuelling machines be temporarily
connected into the PHTS, and they therefore become a part of the pressure boundary.
Fuel handling accidents are analyzed.

The discharge of an entire fuel string

(consisting of 12 bundles) into containment is considered, and the response of the
relevant systems is shown to limit the potential safety consequences to acceptable
levels.

- 18 6.2

Loss of Regulation

An LOR (Loss of Regulation) accident is in itself very unlikely due to
the highly reliable digital computer control system, and due to the modest reactivity
worths of the control devices.

The maximum reactivity rate which can be physically

obtained by driving all control devices simultaneously is less than 0.35 mk/s.
Nevertheless, LOR's are analyzed for very conservative rates of up to 2 mk/s
(as mentioned earlier, pressure-assisted rod ejection is not possible in CANDU, since
the devices reside in the low-pressure moderator).

The fast LOR's are sensed by "neutron power log rate" trips.
developing LOR's are sensed by a "high neutron power" trip.

Slowly

Figure 11.6.2-1 shows

typical power transients resulting from various postulated reactivity insertion rates.
For all such cases the reactor is tripped on either one of the two shutdown systems
before the critical heat flux is encountered anywhere in the core.

Hence there is

no release of activity during such accidents.

A large number (several hundred) of core configurations is analyzed to
establish the degree of tolerance of the protective systems to slow LOR's.

Two

independent ROP (Regional Overpower protection) systems, making use of an extensive
network of in-core detectors, provide adequate protection for such events.

6.3

Loss of Coolant

A complete spectrum of LOCA events is considered as part of the safety
analysis of CANDU reactors.

The whole range of break sizes from very small to the

largest possible (a 100% break in a header), at all potentially sensitive locations
within the PHTS is analyzed.

Reference has already been made to the various mitigating

factors offered by the design of CANDU-PHW during a LOCA.

These need not be discussed

further.

Breaks in the PHTS are postulated to occur both within the core region and
outside.

A sudden pressure tube rupture within the core region is analyzed in spite

of its low probability of occurring, and the systems are shown to respond effectively.

- 19 For breaks postulated to occur outside the core there are three "limiting"
types:
a)

a 100% break of the pump suction piping resulting in the highest
coolant discharge rate into containment - this results in the
highest containment pressure peak

b)

an intermediate size break of the inlet header resulting in the
highest coolant voiding rate in the core region, thus leading to
maximum positive reactivity insertion rate

c)

an intermediate size break of the inlet header resulting in
maximum potential for sheath deformation and damage.

For single failure analysis it is shown that each shutdown system acting independently
is able to overcome the positive reactivity transient due to coolant voiding, that
the ECCS provides sufficient cooling so as to maintain a coolable geometry, that the
pressure transient in the containment building does not exceed the design value, and
that radiation releases to the public are within the AECB guidelines for single
failures.

Below >v» 5% break size there is no fuel damage at all.

consequence for economic reasons.

This is a necessary

There are several hundred feeders in the reactor.

A feeder break is unlikely, but because of the number of feeders it is perhaps the
most probable of breaks in the PHTS.
between 1 and 2%.

A feeder break corresponds to a break size

Hence the CANDU design is such that a feeder break will not lead

to fuel damage.
For dual failure situations the precise consequences depend on the particular
special safety system which is postulated to be unavailable.

For LOCA's combined with

unavailability of the ECCS, heat removal capability is provided by the moderator
cooling system, such that a coolable geometry without fuel melting is maintained at all
times.

Radioactive releases for such cases are consistent with the AECB guideline

values for dual failures.
For LOCA's combined with containment impairment (i.e., failure of any
"active" component to "act") the ECCS provides cooling for the fuel, such that
the AECB dual failure criteria are again met.

- 20 In addition, for current designs a LOCA combined with a shutdown system
failure results in similar consequences as for the single LOCA failure, since a
second shutdown system exists to provide the shutdown function.
6.4

Loss of Secondary Side Cooling
During normal operation the boilers and the condenser provide the heat

sink.

On a normal shutdown the heat sink passes from the boilers and the condenser

to the shutdown cooling system (which in such cases is in a depressurized state).
The most common loss of secondary side cooling is the loss of feedwater
(due to supply, or pump failure).

To protect against this event the CANDU-PHW is

equipped with an auxiliary feedwater system.

Should this sytem also fail, there

is sufficient stored water in the steam generator to provide time (25 min) for an
operator to introduce an alternate heat sink (e.g., shutdown cooling system).

As

an additional backup to the feedwater system the emergency water supply, discussed
earlier, can be used.
In case of a large-size steam line break the depressurization of the
secondary side causes cooldown and partial depressurization of the PHTS.

In this

case the reactor is shut down and cooling is provided by the shutdown cooling system.
In this connection it is worth noting that rapid depressurization on the secondary
side does not cause a significant reactivity transient in the CANDU-PHW.
In all cases of loss of secondary side cooling the operator has 25 minutes
within which to establish an alternate heat sink, which can be either via the
shutdown cooling system or the emergency water supply.
The boiler tubes are designed to withstand full PHTS pressure loads.
For all secondary side accidents considered all fuel sheaths remain intact.

- 21 7.0

SUMMARY
The assessment of CANDU reactor safety is based on the single and dual

failure concept.

The risks posed by all postulated accidents must be shown to

be consistent with the AECB criteria.

These specify a maximum allowable frequency,

an individual dose limit, and a population dose limit for each event.
The classification of systems into two groups, each of which can provide
essential safety functions, provides defence in-depth, and in particular defence
against common mode events.
CANDU safety analysis is supported by an extensive experimental base, and
uses seme analytical tools which are specific to CANDU.
The accident analysis covers a broad spectrum of postulated events.

The

levels of risk posed by some of the classical LOR and LOCA events are summarized
schematically in Figure 11.7*0-1.

LOR events are contained without fuel failures.

The degree of sheath damage due to a LOCA is break size dependent.
< 5% there is no sheath damage.

For break sizes

Other breaks lie within the AECB criteria.

The

safety analysis demonstrates that the CANDU-PHW can respond to a LOCA with coincident
impairment of either the ECCS, the containment system, or a shutdown system so as to
meet the dual failure criteria.
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